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One more day, one last look
 Before I leave it all behind
 And play the role that's meant for us
 That said we'd say goodbye
 
 One more night (one more night) by your side (by your side)
 Where our dreams collide
 And all we have is everything
 And there's no pain there's no hurt
 There's no wrong it's all right
 
 If I promise to believe will you believe
 That there's nowhere that we'd rather be
 Nowhere describes where we are
 I’ve no choice, I love you
 Leave, love you wave goodbye
 
 And all I ever wanted was to stay (all I ever wanted was to stay)
 And nothing in this world’s gonna change, change
 
 Never wanna wake up from this night
 Never (never) wanna leave this moment
 Waiting for you only, only you
 Never gonna forget every single thing you do
 When loving you is my finest hour
 Leaving you, the hardest day of my life
 The hardest day of my life
 
 I still breathe (I still breathe), I still eat (I still eat)
 And the sun it shines the same as it did yesterday
 But there's no warmth, no light
 I feel empty inside
 
 But I never will regret a single day
 I know it isn't going to go away
 What I'm feeling (I'm feeling) for you
 I will always love you
 Leave, love you wave goodbye (love you wave goodbye)
 
 And all, and all I ever wanted was to stay (all I ever wanted was to stay)
 Nothing (nothing) in this world's gonna change...
 
 Never wanna wake up from this night
 Never (never) wanna leave this moment
 Waiting for you only, only you
 Never gonna forget every single thing you do
 When loving you is my finest hour
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 I never knew I'd ever feel this way
 I feel for you...
 
 Never wanna wake up (I feel for you, I feel for you) from this night
 Never (never, never) wanna leave this moment
 Wainting for you only, only you
 Never gonna forget (never gonna forget) every single thing you do
 When loving you is my finest hour
 Leaving you, the hardest day of my life...
 Never wanna wake up from this night...
 
 Fade out
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